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Dear 
partners
We are proud of the identity of Golf Québec as much as we are proud to
see you amongst our partners and collaborators. Your collaboration
allows us to carry out different programs and projects in order to
contribute to the development and influence of golf in Québec. The
objective of this Brand Book is to ensure a coherent image, both in-house
and externally. It has been created to provide you with as much
information as possible regarding the different communication tools used
to promote our collaborations and allow the best return on investment.
Correctly communicating our identity is an important aspect of our brand
awareness.

The Brand Book presents the guidelines to use the Golf Québec graphic
identity and describes its main applications. We invite you to contact us if
you still have questions. We would like to thank you in advance for your
collaboration.

Golf Québec
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Conditions of Use
Golf Québec provides and approves all the basic reproduction proofs
required to ensure compliance with the graphic standards and its
attributions. In order to protect the Golf Québec brand, partners,
members, regional associations, and clubs must never use the logo
without prior approval from Golf Québec. Any person who has received
written consent to use the logo must respect the established graphic
guidelines and criteria, and agrees not to modify them.

Any use of Golf Québec's visual identity must be submitted for
approval.



Our Mission.
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Be the leader of golf development in Québec
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Our Values.

Synergy

Accessibility

Transparency and Integrity

Golf Québec works in synergy with all its partners, including golf clubs, regional associations, leading organizations of the
golf industry, business partners as well as Golf Canada in order to facilitate the growth of participation in the game of golf.

We aspire to facilitate access to programs and services rendered to a continuously increasing number of golfers.

Golf Québec is dedicated to maintaining high integrity and transparent relations with all golfers, golf clubs, and
partners.

Passion
The combination of the desire and pleasure found in efforts that are made to promote and develop golf as the sport 
of a lifetime.



BRAND 
IDENTITY

PART 1



The Logo
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PANTONE

Red PMS 1807
Blue PMS 293
White

HEX

Red #A52D23
Blue #005DA4
White #FFFFFF
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Light background

When the logo appears on a white or light
background, the logo and its official colors must
be used. It is important that the logo is not
superimposed on visual elements that may make
it difficult to read.

01

Dark background

On a dark background, this logo should appear in
this case only.

02

Black and white

When technical restrictions require it or in black
and white publications, the black version of the
logo must be used.

03



Incorrect use
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Never change the color of the 
logo

Never add typographic or
decorative elements to the
logo

GOLF 
QUÉBEC

Never change the logo font or 
size

Never change the position
of the signature in relation
to the logo

Never add a frame that is not
part of the background

Never change the opacity of 
the logo

Never superimpose the logo 
on an image that makes it 
difficult to read

Never tilt the logo 



Good practices
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Typography
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With its traditional shape, the Arial font family gives the brand
a friendly and approachable feel. As a result, the Arial font is
used in all of the brand's print communications.

Printed

Fonts must be used on all digital platforms to ensure better
content performance. The Roboto font is used to replace Arial.
Roboto font is used for body text, links and legal notices to
optimize visibility.

Digital

In cases where the brand's preferred fonts are not available,
the default font is Arial. It can be used in Powerpoint
presentations, e-mails and their signatures, as well as in Word
documents.

Substitute

Application of 
typography
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The name Québec Golf Federation is still permitted and legal. The name GOLF QUÉBEC
is the official name used on all documents and our web/traditional media.

No abbreviations are allowed: GQ, Golf QC, GQc.

Note that the GOLF QUÉBEC name is also used in English.

Termino
logy

Again, with the goal of maintain the brand’s cohesion, a terminology has been
officially determined: Golf Québec.



PART 2

PARTNERSHIP 
ACTIVATION
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Horizontal

Application 
of the brand Align your logo to 

the right
in the dotted field 

and center it
vertically.

PROUD PARTNERS

Center horizontally "Proud Partners" in relation to the two logos

The two logos must be aligned in the center. A black line or X must
separate the two logos.

However, we know that not all logos have the same proportions. There
may be a slight adjustment if necessary to achieve a better visual
balance. Approval is required.
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Vertical

Application 
of the brand

Align your logo 
at the bottom
in the dotted 

field and center
it

vertically.

PROUD PARTNERS

Center vertically "Proud Partners" in relation to the two logos

The partner's logo must never be larger than the Golf Québec logo.
Depending on the alignment chosen, it must be placed to the right or
below our brand logo.



Incorrect use
Logo
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Keep the size of the logo 
within the frame 

Never change the position of
the logos

Do not oversize the words
"Proud Partners" in relation to
the logo

Always center “Proud Partners”

You must put the center line
and respect the agreed
display

Keep separation and space
with the center line

PROUD PARTNERS

Logo
PROUD PARTNERS

Logo
PROUD PARTNERS

PROUD PARTNERS

Logo
PROUD PARTNERS

Logo
Logo



Good practices
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PROUD PARTNERS
PROUD PARTNERS

PROUD PARTNERS
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e-COMMUNICATIONS
MARKETING



Newsletter
E-GOLF QUÉBEC

All of Golf Québec's relationship marketing e-mails have been designed based
on standards to optimize the communication of Return on Investment (ROI), as
well as to comply with the Anti-Spam Act (C-28).

Golf Québec offers:
• Monthly news;
• Special offers, events in the community;
• Offers from partners/sponsors.

Visibility only in the form of a logo or own visual provided by the partner (no
text).

Exclusive presence on the header with the concept "sponsor’s logo +
presented by xxx".

Offer: include an offer in the content of the e-mail (possibility to include a
visual and a text for support).

22/27
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Website
A

A

B B

Technical characteristics

The size of the logo and the name of the partner must be less than one
third of the visual.

The URL link must be sent for both the French and English versions. No link
will be included if Golf Québec believes that it could be harmful the image
of the Federation. The evaluation will be at the discretion of Golf Québec.

No spaces, symbols or special fonts/characters in file names.

Format:
The image provided must be in JPG and EPS formats with the .jpg
(ex.: Sponsor.jpg) or .eps (ex.: Sponsor.eps) extension in the file name.

A) Super banner

Size: 728 x 90 pixels

B) Big box

Size: 300 x 250 pixels



The Audios Co.

Social
media

Relationship with our community

Golf Québec's goal is to increase subscriber engagement on our various
platforms. We develop and share exclusive content highlighting clubs,
associations, athletes/sponsors, and our brand through various events.
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On our platforms.
Publish content related to Golf Québec Publish content related to the golf industry Publish content that demonstrates the

customer experience through various events or
in the community



Contact
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Guylaine Sirois

Coordinator
Marketing and Partnerships
oturcotte@golfquebec.org

Olivier Turcotte

Communications 
Manager

gsirois@golfquebec.org



Info
golfquebec.org

4545, Pierre-De Coubertin
Montréal QC H1V 0B2

Address 

E-mail

Phone number
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golfquebec@golfquebec.org

514 252-3345


